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Synthetic biology is a growing field in which the contribution brought by chemical synthesis of proteins and particularly 
enzymes is fundamental. Despite this fact, the chemical synthesis of catalytic active proteins remains poorly documented, 

essentially because it is hard to obtain enough material to use it in biochemical experiments. Chemical synthesis of proteins 
could permit to have access to the incorporation of unnatural (exotic) amino acids into catalytic active proteins, a feature 
amenable by recombinant technologies, but that requires delicate manipulation of the bacterial machinery. The developments 
brought by this approach, include but are not limited to the measure of the influence of unnatural (exotic) amino acids on 
the 3D structure of enzyme, its activity as well as their recognition of substrate, co-substrate or regulator. The main limitation 
remains a quantitative problem: How to progress from microgram of proteins produced nowadays with essentially recombinant 
techniques to tens of milligrams? We chose to present as a model the synthesis and thorough characterization of calstabin, a 
short protein proline isomerase of 107 amino acids. The protein was synthesized using the native chemical ligation approach. 
Several tens of milligrams were obtained. Therefore, we were able to refold the polypeptide properly, to characterize its 
biophysical properties, to measure its catalytic activity and finally to crystallize it in order to obtain its tridimensional structure 
after X-ray diffraction. Further to it and as a first step of validation of the whole process, we incorporated exotic amino acids 
in the easiest reachable part of the protein N-terminus. Avenues are now open to obtain further proteins modified with exotic 
amino acids in a way that is only barely accessible by molecular biology. We hope that these approaches will permit to gain 
detailed information on the structure-function relationship of proteins as long as they are reachable by complete chemical 
synthesis (below 300 amino acids).
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